DevOps is no longer optional!
Innovate, Disrupt, Transform with speed

Rational User Group
London : DevOps Roundtable & Networking Event
Thursday, November 1st 2018
Responding to change in a dynamic marketplace is nothing new, what has changed however is the value that
software brings to the business, underpinning your success moving forward. Whilst change & configuration
management and application development tools play a part, it's a cultural shift that's required to effect
significant change. Join us to learn how our products are evolving to enable this shift, driving DevOps adoption
through continuous integration, deployment automation, test automation - api, functional, & performance coupled with service virtualization, release management, and collaboration for effective software delivery.
The discussion will cover:
✓
✓
✓
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✓

Accelerating the delivery pipeline through continuous integration, testing & delivery
Embracing cloud computing spanning public, private and hybrid across multiple vendors
The evolution of our CCM offerings and their integration with the wider DevOps ecosystem
Measuring DevOps maturity using insights with velocity
Orchestrating and automating the release of applications with improved visibility and governance.

Agenda 8:30 – 15:30:
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Reception and Coffee
Introduction / The man that speaks
Cloud transformation - Not just low cost infrastructure
The challenges of DevOps Adoption
Networking Break
Continuous Release and Deployment
Best Practises for Agile Testing
Collaborative LifeCycle Management
Lunch
ClearCase and ClearQuest Roadmap
DevOps Day 2
Open Discussion / Wrap-Up
Close

Location:
Arrow ECS Office
6 Dowgate Hill, London, EC4R 2SU
Directions

Register
In conjunction with

Attend this event if you answered yes to one or more of these questions:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Considering moving workloads to cloud platform as containers of microservices?
Experiencing grief with the adoption Cloud & DevOps practices to become leaner and more agile?
Have you started looking at automation tools to eliminate bottlenecks?
Do you enjoy networking with, and learning from local DevOps professionals?
Please contact Derek Newton , derek_newton@uk.ibm.com if you have questions or suggestions about the event.
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